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The retailers create their own unique image and market identity through private label brands.
stronger customer recognition and customer loyalty towards the stores. Private label brands enable the stores 
to control over pricing, marketing, sales and distribution. The main reason for retailers’ desire too stock private 
labels are higher retail margins on private labels, negotiating leverage with national brand manufacturers and 
higher consumer store loyalty. The private label brand choice is depending on service experience, value, time 
utility, possession utility mechanism. Mumbai is 
fastest growing market of the city. The scope for department store is immense and almost all the leading 
department stores have their presence in western suburbs. The consumer is price sensitive
brands at right price. Four Department stores westside, lifestyles, shoppers stop and fashion at big bazaar are 
studies by the researcher. The study been done to identify the factors that influence the purchase of private label 
brand in these departmental stores. the study has found that the customers have reasons like price, loyalty 
points or promotional offer to make a purchase. Their perception about perceived quality, value for money i.e. 
price, promotional offers of the department
making a purchase decision. It was found that customers perceive private label brand to be of good quality and 
value for money. The four department stores studied by the researcher has diff
customers. 
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Introduction 

“Private Label brands are not owned by a 
manufacturer or producer but by a retaile
or supplier will gets its goods made by a 
contract manufacturer under its own 
label.” It may also be known as corporate 
brand, store brand, own or 
brands. The emergence of organised
retailing in India has made a private label a 
reality. A private label strategy is 
considered one that can enhance category 
Profitability, increase the negotiation 
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The retailers create their own unique image and market identity through private label brands.
stronger customer recognition and customer loyalty towards the stores. Private label brands enable the stores 
to control over pricing, marketing, sales and distribution. The main reason for retailers’ desire too stock private 

her retail margins on private labels, negotiating leverage with national brand manufacturers and 
higher consumer store loyalty. The private label brand choice is depending on service experience, value, time 
utility, possession utility mechanism. Mumbai is the financial capital of the country & Mumbai suburbs are the 
fastest growing market of the city. The scope for department store is immense and almost all the leading 
department stores have their presence in western suburbs. The consumer is price sensitive and looking for best 
brands at right price. Four Department stores westside, lifestyles, shoppers stop and fashion at big bazaar are 
studies by the researcher. The study been done to identify the factors that influence the purchase of private label 

in these departmental stores. the study has found that the customers have reasons like price, loyalty 
points or promotional offer to make a purchase. Their perception about perceived quality, value for money i.e. 
price, promotional offers of the departmental stores and the services offered by them plays important role in 
making a purchase decision. It was found that customers perceive private label brand to be of good quality and 
value for money. The four department stores studied by the researcher has different positioning in the mind of 

consumer perception, departmental stores, private label brands, consumer loyalty, price discoun

“Private Label brands are not owned by a 
manufacturer or producer but by a retailer 

gets its goods made by a 
contract manufacturer under its own 
label.” It may also be known as corporate 
brand, store brand, own or retailer’s 
brands. The emergence of organised 
retailing in India has made a private label a 

ate label strategy is 
considered one that can enhance category 
Profitability, increase the negotiation  

 

power of the retailer and create consumer 
loyalty. 

The retailers create their own unique 
image and market identity which promotes 
a stronger customer recognition and 
loyalty. Their own brands give 
control over pricing, marketing,
distribution.  

The main reasons that have been cited in 
the business and academic press for 
retailers’ desire too stock private labels are 
(a) higher retail margins on private labels; 
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(b) negotiating leverage with national 
brand manufacturers; and(c) higher 
consumer store loyalty (Hoch and 
Banerjee 1993).The private label brand 
choice is depending on ‘experience’, 
‘value’, ‘time utility’, ‘possession utility’,’ 
mechanism’ and ‘place utility’. Hoch and 
Banerjee (1993). The customers are 
confused about many less known brands 
stocked by the retailer. 

Consumer perception pertains to how 
individuals form opinions about 
companies and the merchandise they offer 
through the purchase they make. The 
customer is faced with a lot of choices 
which is leading to high expectation.in a 
highly competitive retail environment only 
the fittest and those really listening to 
customers are likely to survive. Customers 
select their shopping destination based 
upon their needs, convenience and 
occasion. Retailers are judged on the 
range, availability, quality, and ease with 
which customers can access and use the 
services. 

Review of Literature: 

 A Nielsen study in 2013 estimates the 
private label market to reach $500,000 by 
2015, noting that the new generation 
shopper is less loyal to brands and more 
open to experimentation with private 
labels. Industry experts also point out that 
it might be easier to launch private labels 
than assure quality and after-sales service. 
Shital Mehta, CEO, Pantaloons Fashion & 
Retail, had earlier said that the focus in the 
coming time would be to increase margins 
and its revenue share from private labels. 
Kabir Lumba, MD, Lifestyle International, 
says, "We see our brands gaining large-

scale acceptance among customers, to the 
extent that these have become key 
differentiators vis-a-vis other stores." 
Private labels constitute less than 30 per 
cent of its revenue.   

Govind Shrikhande, MD, Shoppers Stop, 
says, "To create a personality for private 
labels, there needs to be a distinct style of 
visual merchandising and brand 
ambassadors. These helps raise its 
aspirational quotient." Shoppers Stop's 
value brand, Stop, garners the highest 
volume sales, more than even third-party 
brands. While Future Group's 
hypermarket, Big Bazaar, had made major 
strides in marketing its private labels by 
getting Sachin Tendulkar, the cricket icon, 
to endorse its Sach toothpaste, fashion and 
consumer durables retailers did not have 
such elaborate plans. But now Shoppers 
Stop and Lifestyle, two national anchor 
store chains are sprucing up theirs. 
Lifestyle, belonging to Dubai-based retail 
and hospitality conglomerate Landmark 
Group, recently signed up the actor 
Deepika Padukone to model for its apparel 
brand, Melange, for its print ads. Shoppers 
Stop had earlier signed up actors Soha Ali 
Khan for its ethnic wear Kashish, and 
recently signed up Shruti Haasan for its 
fusion wear Haute Curry. Recently, 
Lifestyle International Pvt. Ltd. signed up 
Bollywood celebrity Kangana Ranaut as 
its brand ambassador for its private label 
brand – Melange by Lifestyle which is 
their contemporary ethnic wear brand. This 
well accentuates the importance given to 
the private label by the retailer. 
Commenting on the association, Managing 
Director, Lifestyle International Pvt 
Ltd, Kabir Lumba said, “Melange by 
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Lifestyle has emerged as a preferred 
contemporary ethnic wear brand for 
modern women who have a keen sense of 
style and dress in a manner that amplify 
their individuality. 

The business of private labels in India has 
seen a sharp upward incline with offline as 
well as online retailers pumping in 
resources to strengthen their growth. There 
has also been a collaborative effort in this 
space with retailers stocking private label 
brands of industry competitors at their 
stores. Here is a look at the current 
dynamics and opinions of key retailers in 
this space… 

Private label brands have an edge with 
regards to understanding of the customers 
better, especially those that have a loyal set 
of customers attached to them 

 Customer Care Associate and MD – 
Shoppers Stop Ltd, Govind Shirkhande 
says, “A private brand affords retailers a 
distinct differentiation from the crowd. 
With private brands, retailers have full 
control on design, pricing, merchandise 
assortment, stocking, and distribution. By 
studying customers’ shopping habits and 
preferences as well as global fashion 
trends, we are able to immediately inject 
these insights into our brands to improve 
their productivity. Finally, private brands 
give retailers a higher margin.” 

Need for Private label brand: The 
environment for the entry of private label 
from the organised retailer is ideal as they 
can see many reasons for the launch of 
private label brands 

1.The consumer is not getting value for 
money, so the retailer should be sure here 

that customer is getting some tangible 
value. 
2. Returns: the retailer does not make 
sufficient returns from the sale of branded 
goods as the retailer margin is usually 
between 6 and 10 percentage margin nt, 
the retailer requires much higher margins 
to maintain high standard of services 
3. It deepens and widens the product 
range and customer gets a  
 
Private labels offer several benefits to both 
retailers and consumers driving the 
popularity of this strategy. For retailers, 
private labels help them boost their profits 
due to higher margins as well as build 
consumer loyalty. It also helps in driving 
down the wholesale prices for national 
brands as private labels give retailers better 
bargaining power with their suppliers. At 
the same time, consumers benefit from the 
lower prices of private labels as against 
national brands. 
 Cheng and Wang (2007) attempts to 
investigate the differences of consumer 
perceptions on product quality, price, 
brand leadership and brand personality 
among national brands, international 
private labels and local private labels. It 
aims to use product categories as the 
moderator of the preceding perceptions. 
The findings revealed that on the whole 
national brands were perceived as 
significantly superior to international 
private labels. 
Whereas, in study by Thiel and Romaniuk 
(2009) private label brands and national 
brands differs once private labels have 
been purchased. Users of private label 
brands did not see them as being any less 
trustworthy than national brands. 
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Hoch   and Banerjee  (1993)  contested  the  
common  perception  that  a  private  
label’s  primary attraction  was  the  
substantial  price  discount  relative  to the  
national  brands,  at which  they  were  
sold. They emphasized the  role  of  quality  
in  the  private  label  purchase  decision.  
They found evidence  to support  the 
notion that perceived  quality  was much 
more important  than the level of price 
discount  in determining  the  private-label  
category  share. 
Sunita Kumar and Mohit Kothari (2015) 
concluded that national brands are 
undertaking 
efforts to be in level with the increasing 
market share that the private label brands 
are capturing. Also various factors are at 
play when a consumer is purchasing 
private label brands some of which include 
atmospherics, personality associated with 
the brand etc. 
 
Ramakrishna and Ravindran (2012) argued 
that private labels are able to position 
themselves significantly in the mind of 
customers and are gaining acceptance. 
Growth in specific private label segments 
like food and apparel segments are 
growing at a faster rate.  From the study, it 
was found that good quality, price, 
trustworthy, large variety are the most 
influencing factor which drive the 
customer  to buy the private  label brand.   
However, the national brands were still 
perceived by consumers to be superior to 
the regional or local store brands. Labeaga 
et al. (2007) Regular consumers of private 
label brands are confronted with 
psychological costs when switching 
retailers as their preferred private label 

choice is no longer available As a result, 
consumers who change retailers undergo 
demanding cognitive processes by 
evaluating other brands, including 
unfamiliar store brands, in choosing a new 
product. Consumers who purchase private 
label brands regularly do not only become 
loyal to that brand but also to the retailer 
through which it is sold (Collins and Burt, 
2003)  
 
Research Statement 
This papers objective is to study the 
consumer perception and attitude towards 
the private label brands of leading 
department stores in Mumbai suburbs. The 
researcher aims at studying the impact of 
their marketing strategies on the decisions 
making  or the purchase decision of the 
private label brands.  
After reviewing the literature, the 
researcher identifies that the study is not 
conducted for departmental stores in 
Mumbai Particularly lifestyle and fashion 
segment. The researcher has also identified 
that the private label brands are not been 
ranked before for the department stores of 
Mumbai based on price, quality, services 
and promotion offers. All the leading 
department stores of the city is positioned 
as high fashion destination for shoppers, so 
there is a need to understand the basis of 
deciding on the private label brands of 
these stores.  
 
Research Methodology 
A study has been carried out to meet the 
following objectives by surveying the 
customers. 
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3.1 Objectives 
 
1.To study the factor that influence the 
purchase of a brand in the leading 
departmental stores in Mumbai 
2.To study Consumer’s Perception of In-
house Brands versus Established Brands 
3.To compare the private label brands of 
the leading departmental stores 

 Sample size: 137 respondents were 
surveyed. All the respondents were the 
residents of Mumbai suburbs. All of them 
had fair ideas about the stores on which the 
questions were asked. Private label brands 
of the following departmental stores were 
studied. 

Lifestyle: Lifestyle is an Indian fashion 
retailer chain promoted by the Landmark 
Group. It started in the year 1999 with its 
first store located in Chennai. Lifestyle 
Stores is headquartered at Bangalore, 
Karnataka 
 
Fashion at big bazaar: Big Bazaar is an 
Indian retail store that operates as a chain 
of hypermarkets, discount department 
stores, and grocery stores. The retail chain 
was founded by Kishore Biyani under his 
parent organization Future Group, which is 
known for having a significant prominence 
in Indian retail and fashion sectors. 
 
Shopper stop: Shoppers Stop is an Indian 
retailing company promoted by the K 
Raheja Corp Group. It began in 1991 with 
its first store in Andheri, Mumbai. 
Shoppers Stop Ltd  
Westside: Trent (Westside) Trent is the 
retail arm of the Tata group. Started in 
1998, Trent operates Westside, one of the 

many growing retail chains in India based 
in Mumbai, Maharashtra. 
 
Tools of data collection: A structured 
questionnaire was used to collect data from 
the respondents. The respondents were 
asked to rank the private label brands of 
various stores and also private label brands 
in general on the scale of 1 to 
5.Respondents rated the private label 
brands on parameters like quality, price, 
services and promotional offers. 

Hypothesis 

H0: There is no significant relationship 
between the quality of private label brand 
and decision to purchase it. 
H0: There is no significant relationship 
between the price of private label brand 
and decision to purchase it. 
H0: There is no significant relationship 
between the promotional offers of private 
label brand and decision to purchase it. 
H0: There is no significant relationship 
between services offered by the stores and 
the decision to purchase it. 
&  
H0: there is no significant relationship 
with the quality, price, promotional offers, 
services offered by the stores and decision 
to buy a private label brand of a particular 
store. 
 
Tools of data analysis: The data collected 
was classified, cross tabulated and 
processed. Chi Square, Anova and 
Friedman Test were used for testing the 
hypothesis.  

 

Key Results: Average ranking and P-Value 
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Because the p-value for the data is less 
than the significance level of 0.05, the 
analyst rejects the null hypothesis and 
concludes that at least one of four qualities 
has a different effect. Also, the average 
rank for quality and price are close to the 
overall median. These results indicate that 
the consumer perception regarding the 
quality, price, promotional offers and 
services offered by stores differs and each 
variable plays important role in making a 
purchase of their private label brands. The 
results clearly indicates that for quality 
people Prefer lifestyle stores, price 
sensitive customers prefer FBB(Fashion at 
Big Baazaar).Lifestyle stores are preferred 
for attractive promotional offers. Whereas 
Shoppers stop has been rating highest for 
the services offered. 
 
Findings and Conclusions 
 
Customers have accepted the private label 
brands of all the stores studied by the 
researcher. Their perception about 
perceived quality, value for money i.e. 
price, promotional offers of the 
departmental stores and the services 
offered by them plays an important role in 
making a purchase decision. It was found 
that customers perceive private label brand 
to be of good quality and value for money, 
though the customers visit various sores 
i.e. Life style, West side, shoppers stop & 
Fashion at Big Bazaar for various reasons. 
It was found that for Lifestyle store 
customer ranks perceived quality as the 
most important factor in making purchase 
in the store while promotional offers, 
services offered and price thereafter. 

For shopper stop, main reason for making 
purchase was the services offered followed 
by quality, price and promotional offers. 
While for the Westside a mix of all the 
factors is responsible for shopping. At 
FBB (Fashion at Big Bazaar) price or 
value for money is the most important 
reason for shopping. Hence it can be 
concluded that private label brand are here 
to stay and has bright future in fashion and 
lifestyle segment. 
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List of Figures and Tables 

 
Table 1 

Sr No 
Gender frequency percentage 

1 Male  78 57 
2 Femal 59 43 
3 Total 137 100 
 
 
Table 2.  

Sr. No. 
Age group Frequency Percentage 

1 20-30 61 45 
2 30-40 45 33 
3 40-59 20 15 
4 50 and above 11 8 
    137 100 
 
Table 3: Private label branded product are better than unbranded products 
 

Sr.No 
National brands are 
better Frequency percentage 

1 yes 98 72 
2 no 39 28 
Total   137 100 
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Table 4: Preferance for departmental stores with multibrands over single brand stores 
 

Sr No Preference for stores Frequency percentage 
1 Single brand 16 12 
2 Multiband 60 44 

3 
both single brand and multi brand 
stores 61 45 

    137 100 
 
4.2 Testing of hypothesis 
Table 5 

Quality Vs Purchase of a private lable brand 
 H0: Quality and purchase of private label are independent of each other. 
Ha: Quality and purchase private label are not independent of each other. 
 

Chi square tests 
 

  Value df 

Asymp. 
Sig. (2-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 264.766a 10 .000 
Likelihood Ratio 135.526 10 .000 
Linear-by-Linear 
Association 

64.540 1 .000 

N of Valid Cases 138     

 
 
Since the P-value (0.000) is less than the significance level (0.05), we cannot accept the null 
hypothesis. Thus, we conclude that there is a relationship between quality and purchase of 
private label brand 
 
Table 6 

Price Vs Purchase of a private label brand 
 

  Value df 

Asymp. 
Sig. (2-
sided) 
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Pearson Chi-Square 247.770a 10 .000 
Likelihood Ratio 121.439 10 .000 
Linear-by-Linear 
Association 

59.598 1 .000 

N of Valid Cases 138     

 
 
Since the P-value (0.000) is less than the significance level (0.05), we cannot accept the null 
hypothesis. Thus, we conclude that there is a relationship between price and purchase of 
private label brand. 
 
Table 7 

PO Vs Purchase of a private label brand 
 
 
H0: Promotional offers and purchase of private label are independent of each other. 
Ha: Promotional offers and purchase private label are not independent of each other. 
 

Chi-Square Tests 
 

  Value df 

Asymp. 
Sig. (2-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 235.920a 10 .000 
Likelihood Ratio 112.247 10 .000 
Linear-by-Linear 
Association 

46.127 1 .000 

N of Valid Cases 138     

 
Since the P-value (0.000) is less than the significance level (0.05), we cannot accept the null 
hypothesis. Thus, we conclude that there is a relationship between price and purchase of 
private label brand. 
 
Table 8 

Service Vs Purchase of a private label brand 
 
 
H0: Services and purchase of private label are independent of each other. 
Ha: Services and purchase private label are not independent of each other. 
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Chi-Square Tests 
 

  Value df 

Asymp. 
Sig. (2-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 159.213a 8 .000 
Likelihood Ratio 35.876 8 .000 
Linear-by-Linear 
Association 

11.496 1 .001 

N of Valid Cases 138     

 
 Since the P-value (0.000) is less than the significance level (0.05), we cannot accept the null 
hypothesis. Thus, we conclude that there is a relationship between price and purchase of 
private label brand. 
 

Factors that influence the purchase of a private label brand - departmental store wise 
 
Table 9 

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 
 

Anova 

Lifestyle 
 

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

 
H0: there is no factor significant in the purchase of private label brand at Lifestyle. 
Ha: at least one or more than one factors are significant in the purchase of private label brand 
at lifestyle. 
 

Dependent Variable:  
 

Source 
Type III Sum of 
Squares 

Mean 
Square F Sig. 

Intercept 44.188 44.188 410.480 .000 
Quality 1.846 .615 5.717 .001 
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Price .123 .062 .572 .566 
PO .663 .221 2.054 .111 
Service .071 .018 .164 .956 
 
Interpretation: Quality is significant. Customers prefer the private label brands of lifestyle for 
quality. 
Table 10: Shoppers Stop 

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

 

Source 
Type III Sum of 
Squares 

Mean 
Square F Sig. 

Intercept 35.703 35.703 326.805 .000 
Quality .986 .246 2.256 .068 
Price .423 .212 1.937 .149 
PO 3.725 1.242 11.365 .000 
Service 1.644 .411 3.763 .007 
 
Promotional Offers and services offered by the store are significant. Customers prefer private 
label brands of shoppers stop for services and promotional offers 
 
Table 11: Westside  
 
H0: there is no factor significant in the purchase of private label brand at Westside. 
 
 
: Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 
 

Source 
Type III Sum of 
Squares df 

Mean 
Square F Sig. 

Intercept 28.913 1 28.913 161.586 .000 
Quality .561 3 .187 1.045 .377 
Price .735 4 .184 1.027 .398 
PO .178 3 .059 .331 .803 
Service .137 3 .046 .256 .857 
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Source 
Type III Sum of 
Squares df 

Mean 
Square F Sig. 

Intercept 28.913 1 28.913 161.586 .000 
Quality .561 3 .187 1.045 .377 
Price .735 4 .184 1.027 .398 
PO .178 3 .059 .331 .803 
Service .137 3 .046 .256 .857 
 
Interpretation: At west side none of the factors are significant so we accept the null 
hypothesis 
 
Table 12 : Fashion at Big Bazaar 
 
H0: there is no factor significant in the purchase of private label brand at FBB 
: Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Source 
Type III Sum of 
Squares df 

Mean 
Square F Sig. 

Intercept 46.499 1 46.499 284.182 .000 
Quality .622 2 .311 1.901 .156 
Price .504 2 .252 1.540 .022 
PO .082 3 .027 .167 .918 
Service .621 3 .207 1.265 .292 

 
 
 

Source 
Type III Sum of 
Squares df 

Mean 
Square F Sig. 

Intercept 46.499 1 46.499 284.182 .000 
Quality .622 2 .311 1.901 .156 
Price .504 2 .252 1.540 .022 
PO .082 3 .027 .167 .918 
Service .621 3 .207 1.265 .292 
 
 
Interpretation: Price is significant At FBB consumer buys private label brands for the prices 
offered by the store. And hence we reject null hypothesis 
 

2.     To make a comparative analysis of the private label brands of departmental stores 
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Table 13: Friedman Test 

 
 

Quality 
Average 
Rank Rank 

Lifestyle 4.2 ! 
Shoppers 
store 3.8 II 

West Side 3.9 III 

FBB 3 IV 
 
 

Price 
Average 
Rank Rank 

Lifestyle 3.8 II 
Shoppers 
store 3.2 III 
West 
Side 2.9 IV 
FBB 4 I 

 

PO 
Average 
Rank Rank 

Lifestyle 4.4 I 
Shoppers 
store 3.2 III 

West Side 3.6 II 

FBB 3 IV 
 

Friedman's Test 

  Quality   
Alpha 0.05 
    
H-stat 175.8154 
Df 3 
p-value 7.06E-38 
Sig Yes 

Friedman's Test 
Price   
Alpha 0.05 
    
H-stat 190.6445 
Df 3 
p-value 4.43E-41 
Sig Yes 

Promotional 
Offers   
Alpha 0.05 
    
H-stat 104.0956 
Df 3 
p-value 2.04E-22 
Sig yes 

Services   
Alpha 0.05 
    
H-stat 46.21533 
Df 3 
p-value 5.1E-10 
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Services 
Average 
Rank Rank 

Lifestyle 2.1 IV 
Shoppers 
store 3.7 I 

West Side 3.3 II 

FBB 3.2 III 
 

 

 
 
 

Sig yes 


